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Adapted from The Basic Assumption, Harvard Centre for Medical Simulation 

We believe that
everyone
participating in
resusTO is
intelligent, capable,
cares about doing
their best and
wants to improve.



resusTO is dedicated to providing a

harassment-free conference experience for

everyone, regardless of gender, gender

identity and expression, sexual orientation,

disability, physical appearance, body size,

race, age or religion. We do not tolerate

harassment of conference participants in any

form. Conference participants violating these

rules may be sanctioned or expelled from the

conference, without a refund, at the

discretion of the conference organizers. 

CODE OF CONDUCT



WELCOME TO resusTO
THANK YOU for joining us for resusTO, our second
hybrid simulation-resuscitation conference. 
 
This is a different kind of conference, one that focuses on
depth, not breadth.  Over the two conference days you will:
 

An outstanding international faculty of educators introduce
core concepts during joint plenary sessions
 

Elaborate on those concepts in small group simulations and
workshops, chosen by you
 

Via discussion and debate, on social media and beyond --
using the hash tag #resusTO 
 

Make a commitment to change at the end of each day --
what will you take away, change, or explore further?
 
 
This is your field guide.  More information, full program and
conference updates are also via web and social media.
 
www.resus.to
      @ToResus               @to2point0            TO2point0



DIRECTIONS 
Most of the action will take place in the Li Ka Shing
Knowledge Institute (LKSKI) and Allan Waters Family
Simulation Centre, two state of the art facilities located at
the corner of Victoria Street and Shuter Street in downtown
Toronto.
 
Map:
https://bit.ly/2C5IZ3P
 
 
LKSKI is a short walk from both the Queen and Dundas
stations on the Yonge-University subway line, which
connects with the UP Express rail system at Union Station: 
 
https://www.upexpress.com
 
Limited underground parking is available at LKSKI via an
entrance off of Victoria Street just north of Shuter Street.
There are also several Green P parking lots available within
(https://parking.greenp.com/) walking distance of LKSKI. 
 
 
Plenary sessions will start at 0800h sharp each morning in
room 240/241 on Day 1 and the auditorium on Day 2.  To
access, take the main staircase from the Li Ka Shing lobby
(at the corner of Victoria and Shuter Streets) up one level to
the gallery and follow the crowd of awesome people.





WAYPOINTS
Day 1 and Day 2 will mirror one another in structure and
process.
 
Morning plenary sessions will be followed by a 30 minute
Fika* and coffee break in the LKSKI gallery, where
participants will organize into their assigned small groups
and move to their breakout sessions.
 
Small groups will be guided to and from their morning
breakout sessions with the help of waypoint signs and our
outstanding cast of volunteers (wearing resusTO t-shirts
and smiles). 
 
Lunch will take place from 1230-1330h in the LKSKI gallery. 
Following lunch, we will reconvene as a group for the
afternoon special interest presentation.  The process of
meeting in the LKSKI gallery and breaking into small groups
then repeats with the afternoon breakout sessions.  
 
We will wrap up each day with a quick summary and
commitment to change session.

*Fika 

The enjoyment of coffee (or tea) as a social activity.
A break from work or other activities, usually with coffee or tea.

A light informal snack or meal in mid-morning or mid-afternoon, similar to the English concept of
afternoon tea.



BREAKOUT SELECTIONS
You will receive your breakout group assignments in a
separate set of PDFs.
 
Your assignments will be based on your session rankings --
in most cases we will be able to assign everyone to two of
their top three selections.  If you do not submit your
selections, we will make your assignment for you.  Don't
worry, they're all totally spectacular.
 
 
PLEASE READ AND NOTE YOUR GROUP ASSIGNMENTS
CAREFULLY.  They have everything to do with where you
will go and when for both days.  
 
 
Once you have been assigned to a group, you cannot
switch up your assignment.  That'd just be crazy.



FACULTY
EMILY AUSTIN
VICTORIA BRAZIL
PETER BRINDLEY
KYLA CANERS
DAVE CARR
JP CHAMPAGNE
SARA GRAY
CHRIS HICKS
GEORGE KOVACS
MICHAEL LAURIA
SEAN MOLLOY
SEAN MOORE
DONIKA ORLICH
ANDREW PETROSONIAK
EVE PURDY
JESSE SPURR
RANDY WAX
KARI WHITE

SIM TEAM
LINDSAY BEAVERS
KRISTEN DALY
PAULA IANTOMASI
CHRISTINE LEGER
ASHLEY ROSEN
HENTLEY SMALL
SUSAN ZELKO
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ALL WORK, ALL PLAY
"The mindset of an extraordinary athlete is relaxed but focused and open to 

even higher achievements"
Chungliang Al Huang

resusTO boasts an array of social activities geared towards
promoting social discussion and elaboration of course
concepts, and helping participants focus their mind and
body over the two-day event.  
 
SOCIAL
The official conference social takes place at CRAFT Beer
Market at 1800h.  Two drink tickets will be provided at the
door.
 
FUN RUN
A 30 minute, guided 5km fun run will take place at 0630h
on Day 2.  Shake off those social cobwebs from the night
before and see a bit of the city before tooling up for the
second leg.
 
MEDITATION
A 45 minute meditation session will take place on Day 2 for
$10/person at lunch in LKSKI.  The session will be led by
meditation instructor and physician Dr. James Maskalyk.
 
YOGA
A 45 minite yoga session will take place at 0645h on Day 2 
$10/person. The session will be led by yoga instructor
Snehal Ramgirwar. 
 



MERCH
This year, resusTO will be selling a variety of merchandise
including t-shirts, sweaters, hats, notebooks and more. 
 
Merch can be ordered online on our website and a limited
quantity will be sold on-site during the conference. Cash or
credit accepted. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

BREASTFEEDING ROOM
A private breastfeeding room will be available on the
second floor of LKS throughout the conference.
 

  
 
 
 
 
 



GREEN TO
 

Maybe you've noticed, we're greening up
resusTO.
 
Water stations available
 
No printed course syllabus
 
Green-edged catering choices
 
Voluntary carbon credits when registering
 
 
 



SUPPORT AND SPONSORS
resusTO was created in partnership with the SMACC team
and is supported with generous grants from the Centre for
Critical Care Collaboration (C4), Department of Emergency
Medicine Physician's Group and Chief's Fund at St.
Michael's Hospital, and the Division of Emergency Medicine
at the University of Toronto.
 
You will have the opportunity to check out a lot of cool
simulation equipment during resusTO -- please feel free to
ask questions about any and all of what interests you.
 
resusTO is powered by our outstanding lead sponsor
iSimulate, along with generous support from Laerdal,
Ornge, Cook Medical, Minogue Medical, Sonosite and Karl
Storz.  Check out their procucts and booths during the
conference in the LKSKI gallery.
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ST. MICHAEL’S HOSPITAL
FOUNDATION 
CHARITABLE DONATION
You have the opportunity to support the St  Michael's
Hospital Foundation with donations going to the Rotary
Transition Centre. The Rotary Transition Centre allows
vulnerable patients who are discharged from ED, who can
manage their own care and behavior, to stay for a period of
up to 18 hours as a means of transitioning back into the
community. In that time they may rest, sleep, launder their
clothes, shower, access food and drinks and work with
staff to consolidate their transition plan.

Most of our patients aren’t able to purchase new, seasonal
clothing and rely strictly on clothing banks. With monetary
donations, we are able to purchase new, discounted
clothing items for those in need. We often hear from these
individuals that they have gone years without new clothing
and they are always unquestionably grateful. 
 
If you are interested in making a care package donation,
follow this link: 
 
http://smh.convio.net/site/TR?
pg=fund&fr_id=1102&pxfid=3421
 



FOAMed ETHOS
resusTO fully embraces the open access ethos. Feel free to
share what you've learned and keep the discussion going
online using the conference hashtag:

Also look for elements of the conference to be broadcast
widely via our partner blogs:

 
And through the official conference Social Media feeds:

#resusTO

EM Cases
EM Crit
R.E.B.E.L. EM
Simulcast
St. Emlyn's

@ToResus        @to2point0         TO2point0


